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PHYSICS OF REACTOR SAFETY

Quarterly Report
October--December 1975

1. ABSTRACT

This quarterly progress report summarizes work done in Argonne National
Laboratory's Applied Physics Division for the Division of Reactor Safety
Research of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission during the months of
October-December 1975. It includes reports on reactor safety research and
technical coordination of the RSR safety analysis program by members of the
Reactor Safety Appraisals Group, Monte Carlo analysis of safety-related
critical assembly experiments by members of the Theoretical Fist Reactor
Physics Group, and planning of DEMO safety-related critical experiments by
members of the Zer. Power Reactor (ZPR) Planning and Experiments Group.

TECHNICAL COORDINATION - FAST REACTOR
SAFETY ANALYSIS

(A2015)

11. SUMMARY

Further calculations of reactivity coefficients and power distribution
have been carried out for the beginning-of-life (BOL) state for the CRBR, using
a full-core-height R-Z model. Good agreement with values reported by WARD in
the CRBR PSAR was found in almost all cases. Partially inserted control rods
were found to skew the axial power shape between 16 and 312 for various loca-
tions. Axial skewing of power distribution due to sodium density and fuel
temperature variations was found to be small. For voiding of all the core
except control subassemblies, the Doppler -Tdk/dT is about 602 of the sodium-
in value, voiding the control subassemblies reduces the inner-core value
another 102. -Tdk/dT is 9 to 152 higher for the range 11000-22000K. Axial
skewing of reactivity coefficients was found to be quite sensitive to partial
insertion of control rods.

The use of simple energy balances has given valuable insight into
conditions for the stability of boiling fuel/steel pools. The potential pres-
sure rise from transfer of heat from molten fuel to molten steel has been
calculated as a function of initial temperature difference between fuel and
steel and fuel/steel mass ratios to determine ranges of these parameters in
which a pool pressurized from above could resist collapse through generation
of steel vapor pressure.

A system for display of POOL program results on movie film has been devel-
oped, and a two minute demonstration film has been prepared showing the influence
of beat transfer on the response of a boiling pool to uniform overpressure.
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In order to be able to follow the behavior of molten pools of core mate-
rial for long periods in recriticality studies, it has been necessary to try
to develop a numerical hydrodynamics technique that combines separate treat-
ment of the compressible and incompressible regions of the pool. Conventional
compressible-flow techniques are too slow for this purpose. Each cell of the
pool is examined to see if it is compressible or incompressible. In the for-
mer case, the current POOL algorithms are applied; in the latter case an
incompressible-flow algorithm of Hirt et al and the particle-in-cell treatment
of 3arlow and Evans is applied. Problems have been encountered in applying
this technique with both convergence and stability, and minor boundary-value
problems have appeared, but none appears unsurmountable.

Debugging of the advanced FCI (fuel-coolant interaction) model has con-
tinued. It has been found necessary to resort to a marker particle and cell
technique instead of using a continuous distribution of particles as orginally
planned. It was also found necessary for stability reasons to assume instan-
taneous pressure equilibration between the failed part of a pin and the adjacent
coolant channel rather than to compute an ejection velocity for fuel and gas
based on pressure difference. Finite-difference numerical techniques being
applied seem to be satisfactory so far, but the most severe conditions have
not yet been applied.

Consultations have been held with personnel of Sandia Laboratory concerning
equation-of-state measurements for U02 and use of the ACPR facility. Discussions
were held with BNL and Licensing personnel regarding calculation of CRBR physics
parameters, and with BNL personnel regarding the use of the DEHD code and
development of the SSC code.

A number of papers have been presented relevant to ANL RSR-funded activi-
ties at the PSAR meeting at Albuquerque and the San Francisco ANS meeting.

III. STUDY OF BASIC PROBLEMS IN ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

A. Initiating Condition Variations

1. 1ower and ReacLivit y DistribuLton in the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor at beginning-of-Life (BOL) (Kalimullah and H. H. Hummel)

We have summarized here results of continuing calculations of power,
unvoided and voided Doppler coefficients, sodium void, and steel and core fuel
worth distributions in the CRBR at BOL (with light water reactor grada pluton-
ium fuel) to be used in hypothetical core disruptive accidents (HCDA) analysis
for the review of the preliminary safety analysis report (PSAR). 1 Calculations
of the effect of the use of Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) grade plutonium are
not included here. The full-height hot full power r-a model used is based on
(UPu)02 masses, dimensions and volume fractions reported in the PSAR1 (Table
D4-1), with the sodium density varying axially as a function of its steady
state temperature calculated by the SAS Code. The thicknesses of the axial
and radial reflectors (40 cm and 20 cm) are essentially infinite. The central
control rod and the 6 rods at flats of row 7 made of natural ByC are 2/3
inserted. A 27-group region- and temperature-dependent, sodium present and
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voided cross-s -tier set was generated from the ENDF/B-III data using the
HC2-2 and SDX C -for these calculations:

a. Power disti'l'.1 r: With fuel assumed at a uniform temperature of 1100*K,
the maximum (in row 7) and the minimum (in row 4) axial power shape
skewness [(power density at core bottom)/(power density at ccre top)
minus 1] are 31% And 16%, compared to 20% row-independent skewness re-
ported in the PSAR.1 Calculations with all control rods out indicate
that the axial variation of sodium density causes an insignificant skew-
ness (%0.2%). Axial variation cf fuel temperature seems to have a greater
effect (3 to 4%). Core subassembly radial power factors computed from a
2-D triangular mesh diffusion theory calculation with the central rod and
the 6 rods at flats of row 7 fully inserted have been compared with those
in the PSAR (Fig. 4.3-5). The present calculation gives slightly higher
(maximum difference 1% in row 2) values in rows 2-6, and lower (maximum
difference 1.' at corners of row 9) in rows 7-9.

b. Doppler coefficient: Studies have been made of the effects on the spa-
tial distribution of the Doppler coefficient of (a) a set of five stages
of voiding from no voiding to no sodium present at all, (b) varying
temperature ranges and (c) varying reflector thicknesses. Perturbation
calculations with real and adjoint fluxes at each end of the temperature
range were performed. Over the range 2200-4400*K (of interest in HCDA
analysis) the best values obtained for the unvoided and voided (except
control Cubassemblies) -Tdk/dTx104 are (41.21, 12.53, 4.92, 3.07, 6.55,
68.28)a' and (24.86, 7.64, 3.80, 2.57, 5.68, 44.55),a and the latter
inner-core value reduces by 20% when control subassemblies are also
voided. Over the range 1100*-2200 K the values are 9 to 15% higher. The
inner core Doppler coefficient decreases by about 3% if the axial and the
radial reflectors are reduced to 1/4 and 1/2 of their thicknesses.

c. Sodium void reactivity: Studies have been made of the distribution of
soaium void reactivity and its resonance self-shielding part and of the
effects of steel and sodium content on sodium void reactivity. From the
results of diffusion theory perturbation calculations for adding sodium
to the voided reactor and voiding sodium from a normal reactor, and of
some keff differences, the void Akx103 obtained is (11.55, -2.70, -1.45,
-0.92, -1.79, 4 .69)b at a uniform fuel temperature of 11000K compared to
(9.89, -3.03, -0.91, -0.84, -1.53, 3.58) reported in the CRBR PSAR
(Table 4.3-10). For the inner core the self-shielding accounts for 162.
The inner core void worth changes by only 6% with steel content changing
from 0.5 to 1.5 of normal. The inner core specific worth is found to be
constant within 5% with the sodium content changing from normal to zero.

d. Steel worth: Studies have been made of the steel worth distribution and
the effects of steel and sodium contents on this distribution. The worth
x 109 of half of the normal steel with the inner core voided (only about
60% of the total steel is in the cladding) obtained by studying a number

aComparison with the PSAR is fairly good.

b(inner core, outer core, lower axial blanket, upper axial blanket,
radial blanket, total)
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of keff differences and perturbation calculations is (-17.90, -1.05, 1.18,
0.83, 2.09, -14.85). The corresponding distribution agrees with the PSAR
(Table D4-18) within 8%. These calculations were dose with the ir- ,r
core voided because in lose-of-flow analysis for CRBR clad reloc.; ' is
expected to occur after the inner core has almost fully voided.s The
inner core value increases by about 22 for normal sodium content. The
inner core specific worth changes by less than 5% when the steel content
changes from 0.5 to 1.5 of normal.

e. Core fuel worth: The distribution of core fuel worth x 103 in core and
axial blanket regions with the inner core voided is found to be (262.8,
187.8, 39.91, 29.83, 5.94,c 526.3). The core total is nearly 6% higher
than that reported in the PSAR (Table D4-16). The worth of the core
fuel in the axial blanke-s is needed because in HCDA analysis only core
fuel may relocate. The specific fuel worth is highly dependent on the
fuel content itself (unlike specific worths of sodium or steel), being
lower at higher fuel content. The axial skewness of Doppler coefficients,
sodium void, and steel worth distributions each ranges up to 100% and
that of core fuel worth from 22 to 37% due mainly to the partial insertion
of the control rods.

B. Model Studies

1. Stability of Boiling Fuel/Steel Pools (P. B. Abramson)

A simple energy balance following the basic Hicks-Menzfes concept
was performed for mixtures of fuel and steel with various mar= ratios and
initial temperature differences.

Fig. 1 shows the total vapor pressure available from a fuel/steel mixture
with equal amounts of futel and steel with the fuel initially at 3500*K mixed
with colder steel. Following each curve from right to left indicates the
total pressure rise available in the mixture as heat transfer takes place.
Some of the curves show a negative initial pressure response while some show
a positive response. Those with positive response have the potential for a
stable response to compression if the heat transfer rates are high enough and
if the total compressive pressure can be produced by the mixture. Many sets
of curves were generated and used to generate Figs. 2 and 3 which are the basic
stability criteria for such mixtures.

Fig. 2 shows the maximum temperature difference between fuel and steel
which can provide positive response to compression--as functions of mass ratio
and fuel temperature at onset of compression.

Fig. 3 is a plot of the maximum pressure rise available from a specific
element of fuel/steel mix.

2. Modif lcat lion to th PoOl. Program (P. B. Abramson)

a. Graphics: POOL was modified to use ANL's new FRO film plotter. A
two-minute 16a demonstration film was made which showed the influence of heat
transfer on the response of a POOL to uniform overpressures. For on% of the

cRadial blanket fuel in radial blanket.
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cases shown the heat transfer rate was high enough that the pool could counter
the overpressure by its own internal pressures generated without additional
neutronic energy. Two other cases were filmed (created) for which the heat
transfer rate was not high enough to allow the internal pressure to respond
fast enough to prevent collapse, so that the pool went prompt critical and
disassembled by the fuel vapor pressure generated by added neutronic heating.
Fig. 4 shows the first case after overcoming the overpressure and Fig. 5 shows
the typical result of a neutronic burst. In both cases .the new version of
POOL which has 6400 marker particles was used.
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b. Incompressible Regions: Because of our desire to follow long term
post-CA (core disruptive accident) motions and to look for recriticalities,
we are attempting to develop a new numerical hydrodynamics technique that
combines separate treatments of the comressible and incompressible regions of
the pool. At this point, we are trying a combination of the incompressible
flow algorithm of Hirt, Nichols, and Romero6 and the PIC (particle-in-cell)
treatment of Harlow and Evans. 7

The basis of our concept is that one seer to be able to treat the entire
region by examining each cell to see if it is incompressible or not. If it is
compressible, we intend to use our current POOL algorithms; if incompressible,
we are using the modification described below.
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The standard technique for dealing with non-satisfaction of the continuity
condition in compressible flow calculations of incompressible cells has been
to adjust the cell pressure to a higher level until the continuity equation
is satisfied when the new velocities predicted from the use of the new higher
pressure in the momentum equation are used. This is a time consuming iterative
procedure.

Both Hirt et a16 and earlier Amaden and Harlow8 suggested that treatment
of the over-densificction problem in incompressible flows could be solved in
primitive variables. Hirt et al use the primitive variables and derive a
pressure increment necessary to satisfy both velocity transport and continuity.
For those cells which are incompressible we have taken that increment, bypassed
(through direct substitution in the momentum equation) the use of an artificial
pressure rise and simply used the proper artificial velocity increment in the
continuity equation and in the overall iteration scheme. While the technique
appears to work, it is not free from problems and we are not, at this point,
able to state conclusively its applicability.

In r-a geometry, for non-bounding culls, the algorithm of Hirt et al and
Amsden and Harlow may be combined and reduced to the following mathematical
form (for interior cells)

aU AV (I
R 2RRVAt 1 i (1)

OR Az

and

aROUR
AU., * K a- (2)

whore:

AV is the excess volume of incompressible fluid introduced into the cell by
the velocity field present at the beginning of the time step,

V is cell volume

AR is cell radial dimension

AZ is cell axial dimension

At is time increment

AUR. AUZ are the incrementa in UR, UZ necessary to satisfy continuity,

K is a constant which varies for boundary cells and is 1 for interior

cells (per the Birt algorithm) and thus guarantees sero vorticity and

hence sero change in vorticity.
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Problems have been encountered to date with both convergence and stability
as well as some minor boundary conditions problems. None appear insurmountable.

3. Improved FCI (Fuel-Coolant Interaction) Model
(P. Pizzica)

Debugging of the program for improved treatment of fuel failure with
liquid sodium present continued. The transient calculation was carried out
to 2 sec or 200 time steps. (No attempt has been made as yet to increase
time step size, which will be done after the initial stages of the transient).
It was thought, however, that the convection of fuel particles in the channel
with a continuous distribution of particles which was originally assumed
produced somewhat spurious results. Therefore, the transient was not continued
auy further. It was decided to use a marker particle and cell scheme instead
and this will be programed in the future.

It was determined by trial and error that the type of model which was
originally envisioned for ejecting fuel from the pin into the channel, that of
computing an actual ejection velocity based on the difference in pressure be-
tween the pin and the channel, is not practical. It predicts far too high
ejection rates. This problem could possibly be solved if some orificing fac-
tor were included but, since it is impossible to know even approximately what
the orifice is, this amounts to an arbitrary and unjustifiable procedure.
Perhaps in different circumstances this method could be used; i.e., when the
pressure difference is less. But for the time being it has been decided to
return to the pressure equilibration model, which assumes that, during one
time step, that amount of fuel/fission gas froth will be ejected which is
necessary to raise the channel pressure in the node adjacent to the failure
node in the pin (and drop the pressure in the pin node which has failed) to
eome equilibrated value. It was originally thought that an iterative process
such as the one described in PLUTO9 would be necessary. However, after
inspection of the equations, it was found that all the requirements of the
system could be reduced to one rather complicated cubic equation, eliminating
any need for an iterative procedure. After some preliminary debugging, it
was found that this method worked satisfactorily in the conditions created
by the code thus far. The finite difference techniques used (donor cell) seem
to work well so far. However, the most difficult conditions for its testing
have not been achieved thus far, that is, conditions occurring in the coolant
channel during the advanced stages of an FCI. Many other of the most basic
aspects of the model have been debugged and are working well. However, con-
tinued progress must wait on the introduction of the marker particle and cell
method. As far as the transient was carried out, there is general agreement
with the PLUTO code, although modelling differences created some inevitable
differences in results.

After the marker particle model is included, voiding into a partially
voided channel as well as multi-node failures will be attempted. Then a
sodium liquid film calculation will be developed along with a treatment of
fuel vapor in the channel, additional fuel melting in the pin, and fission
heating of all fuel.
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IV. COli&"DINATION OF RSR SAFETY ANALYSIS RESEARCH

Discussions were held with R. Coats, B. Butcher, and D. Benson of Sandia
regarding their first few data points for the vapor pressure of U02 . Their
data appears to be roughly a factor of 5 higher (in pressure) than the ANL
VENUS Equation-of-State would predict. 10 For preliminary data it seems good,
and the Sandia people expect to generate more data the next time they can get
on the equipment (late winter or early spring 1976).

Discussions concerning the RSR ACPR program were held between H. Hummel
and T. Schmidt of Sandia at the San Francisco ANS meeting. ContacLe were made
with Reimar Frohlich and Ulrich MUller of Germany regarding potential mutual
interest in studying recriticality in fast breeder reactors.

Kalimullah visited BNL on Dec. 17 to discuss the calculation of physics
parameters needed for CRBR safety studies with Licensing and BNL personnel.
He also discussed use of the DEMO code with D. Albright and the status of the
SSC code, particularly development of the primary loop model, with A. Agraval
and I. Madine of BNL.

H. Huimel attended a meeting of the ART (Aerosol Release and Transport)
Committee in Bethesda on October 30, 1976.

V. EVALUATION OF PROGRESS IN REACTOR SAFETY RESEARCH

Papers presented at Albuquerque PARR meeting.

"Parameters Influencing Recriticality in Post-CDA Circu stances,"
P. B. Abrason

"Status of Accident Analysis for Fast Breeder Reactors,"
H. H. Humel

Papers presented at San Francisco ANS meeting.

"Recriticality Studies in Boiling Pools of Fuel and Steel and HCDA Analysis,"
P. B. Abramson

"A Comparison of Three Disassembly Models for a 1000 !e FBR,"
P. Bleiweis, B. Ganapol, C. Bower, P. Abramson, and D. Veber

"Loss-of-Flau Calculations for the CRBR Demonstration Plant,"
N. N. Numlsl, Kalimullah, and P. A. Piaica

"SYNIURN - A Fast Reactor Fuel Cycle Code,"
P. A. Pisaica and D. A. Maneley

Technical Note
"Basic Stability for Boiling Fuel/Steel Mistures,"

P. B. Abramson (subaitted to Nuclear Science and Ingineering)
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MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS AND CRITICALS PROGRAM
PLANNING FOR SAFETY-RELATED CRITICALS

(A2018)

VI. MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS OF SAFETY-RELATED CRITICALS

A. Status of Work on ZPR-3 Assembly 27 (E. M. Gelbard)

The Monte Carl; studies of ZPR-3/27 and ZPR-3/28 have now been completed.
For ZPR-3/27 we find,

1. Using ENDF-B/III,
k-l.001 t 0.002.

2. Wit
2. With ENDF-B/IV,

k-l.005 t 0.002.

3. With ENDF-B/III and the 2 3 5U density raised by 1.52,
k-1.007 t 0.003.

Case 3, above, was run because the net 2 35U inventory reported at the time of
the experiment, was 1.51 higher than the inventory completed by VIM from the
problem input.

For ZPR-3/28, using ENDF-B/IV, we get k-0.992 1 0.002. In this case the
reported 2 35U inventory was about 3Z higher than that computed by VIM; there
seems to be little reason to run or correspondingly adjusted VIM. Generally,
the agreement between Monte Carlo and experiment is fairly good, but there is
a substantial (1.32) eigenvalue shift in going from Assembly 27 to 28. This
shift is far outside the quoted confidence intervals (which are, in all cases,
standard deviations) and would be important if it could be taken seriously.
Unfortunately, however, uncertainties in the experimental configuration com-
pletely obscure the significance of this shift.

All computations reported above were run with about 100,000 histories, at
about 1 minute net computing time per thousand histories.

Monte Carlo calculations in support of the preanalysis of future DEM
safety-related experiments are now in progress. These Monte Carlo calculations
will check the validity of multigroup diffusion computations involved in the
design and analysis of the proposed experiments. A VIM calculation has already
been run for Step 1 in the proposed experimental sequence. The VIN configuration
corresponded exactly in geometry and composition, with the configuration of a
R-Z diffusion theory design calculation, previously run. The VIM eigenvalue
for this case is 0.998 t 0.002, while the diffusion theory eigenvalue was
1.000.

Step 1 is the experimental sequence represents an undamaged core. Future
configurations for badly damaged cores will provide us with more severe tests
of conventional diffusion theory methods.
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VII. PLANNING OF DEMO SAFETY RELATED EXPERIMENTS

The results of core design scoping calculations for a number of alternate
reactor compositions are included in this report. A set of general criteria
for the core design was discussed in some detail in the previous quarterly
report. The criteria were concerned with core configuration, core composition,
core geometry, unit-cell design, mid-plane symmetry, number of configurations
in a sequence and the reference meltdown configuration. These criteria have
been used in the evaluation of the different compositions and designs. One
design was selected for use as the reference design for additional program
planning.

A. Core Design Compotitions and Scoping Calculations

Five alternate compositions for the base reference core have been defined
and analysed. In addition, three possible high-fuel-density meltdown composi-
tions were studied. Each of these compositions corresponded to a specific
critical assembly plate loading (see Fig. 6). Calculations were made for each
composition for both bare and reflected homogeneous spherical models using the
SDX code. These results are summarized in Table I. The purpose of this work
was to select a composition for the reference core. Compositions 1, 2, and
4 were found to be somewhat too reactive -- resulting in cores that were too
small. Compositions 3 and S were selected for further analysis.

B. Reference Desian

Two reference core configurations with height-to-diameter ratios, B/D,
of 1.0 and 0.5 were considered for both Compositions 3 and S. Calculated
design parameters for these four possible core designs are summarized in
Table II. Based on the criteria stated above, the design in the first column,
i.e., the design based on Composition 3 with an H/D of 1.0. is the preferred
design and will be used as the reference for purposes of additional program
planning. This design has a clean, simple core and blanket configuration
with a single-drawer unit cell. The core size is small enough so that leakage
effects are emphasized in order to provide an adequate test of the Monte Carlo
analysis, however, it is large enough so that the composition is generally
representative of current LMFBR resigns. Both the enrichment and the 239Pu
atom density for this design are intermediate to the CRBR inner and outer
core compositions. Of these four core designs included in Table II, only the
design selected has both a single-drawer unit cell loading and a core height
that is typical of LMFBR design. The differences among these designs are not
large however.

C. ?lttdowit Analyst iuat H.r!trent:acc UVIg n

Calculations were made for a series of five cores which represent various
stages in an idealized meltdown accident. The refo- ence configuration was an
undamaged core of Composition 3 with an H/D " 1.0. This reference 2-D cylin-
drical model is showed as Step 1 in Figs. 7 and S.

The critical core radius is 46.18 cm. which corresponds to a fissile mass
(2 9Pu + 2 1 Pu) of 368.93 kg. In Step 2 sodium was removed from the central
radial region of the core and axial blanket. Two cases were chosen which
corresponded to voiding the sodium from: 1) the central 25 drawers, and 2) the
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TABLE II. Reference Configurations for Meltdown Critical

Compositica Unit Cell No. 3 Unit Cell No. S

Core Dimensions

N/D 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5
Radius, cm 46.1764 60.7161 51.3847 67.7738
Height, cm 92.3528 60.7161 102.7694 67.7738
Volume, R 618.643 703.172 852.474 977.992

Fissile Pu, kg 368.93 419.34 458.03 525.47

Blanket Dmsensions

Radius, cm 86.1764 100.7161 91.3847 107.7738
Height, cm 172.3528 140.7161 182.7694 147.7736
Volume, t 3402.457 3781.095 3942.655 4414.304

central 37 drawers of the ZPR matrix. In the cylindrical models these regions
correspond to radii of 15.58 cm. and 18.96 cm., respectively. In Steps 3 and
4, the fuel within these regions was slumped to one-half the core height and
the axial blanket was "dropped" adjacent to the slumped fuel. In Step 5 the
radius of the core/radial blanket interface wa reduced to produce a critical
configuration. All other region boundaries remained the same. The reactivity
changes corresponding to each step of these idealized meltdown sequences are
summarised in Table III. Also included are the final fissile loadings and
region boundaries for each sequence. Table IV sows a comparison of reaction
rates and ratios at the reactor center for Steps 1 and S for sequence (2)
R " 15.96 cm. Significant (and measurable) changes occur in these reaction
rites and ratios. The threshold fission ratios increase by 20-302 (relative
to Step 1). These effects result predominantly from the spectral changes.
The real and adjoint broad-group spectra are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. There
is approximately 252 more flux above 500 keV in the Step S configuration com-
pured to the reference.

Additional design parameters, including reaction rate traverses, central
and axial traverse material worths, and Doppler worth, will be calculated
using these two-dimensional models of the clean reference core and cores in
various stages of a meltdown accident. VIN Mnte Carlo analyses are being
used for subset of these configurations. This work is currently in progress.
Results of these analyses will be included in the next quarterly.
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TABLE III. HCDA Sequence for Unit Cell Coposition No. 3

Region of HCDA Sequence

(1) 25 Drawers (ii) 37 Drawers
R - 15.58.3 ca R - 18.9592 cma a

Step 1. Reference Configuration
it e 46.18 m %lanet ' 86.18 m,

B/D " 1.0

Step 2. Void Na for r _ Ra, Z _ 86.16 m.

Step 3. Sluf Fnel for r _ Ra, t Z 23.09 cu.

Stop 4. Slum Axial Blanket
for r _ Ra, 23.09 cm _ Z ' 63.09 cm

Step S. Ajust Core/Radial Blanket
Interface to Critical

k - 1.0000
Fissile Pu - 368.93 kg

k " 0.9997

k - 1.0323

k * 1.0448

k - 1.0000
R - 40.0128 ccore
%l e - 86.18 cm

Fissile Pu - 277.01 kg

k - 1.0000
Fissile Pu - 368.93 kg

k - 0.9993

k - 1.0503

k - 1.0672

k - 1.0000
R - 36.2837 cmcore

%lanket - 86.18 cm

Fissile Pu - 227.79 kg
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TABLE IV. Comparison of Reaction Rates and Ratios at Core
Center for the Step (Reference) and the Step 5

(Slumped Fuel) Configurations

Ia $
o 6

ei'Ii,

f2 5

f28

fa9

fyo

f..0

C
2 8

c49

f2 s/fe4

f2 8/f49
fa9/f'9
f60 /f49

fle I/f 4
9

c2S/fl9

ca9/fe'

1.72284

5.22159-2

1.72328

4.35319-1

2.23980

2.37118-1

3.75646-1

0.99974

0.030300

1.0

0.25261

1.29973

0.13760

0.21798

1.5J281

6.57890-2

1.66275

5.11079-

2.00395

1.96007-1

2.6566-

0.92185

0.039566

1.0

0.30737

1.20520

0.11788

0.15978

1.53190

6.58623-2

1.66258

5.13351-1

2.00199

1.92698-1

2.62626-1

0.92140

0.039615

1.0

0.30877

1.20415

0.11590

0.15808

0.88917

1.26135

0.96478

1.17925

0.89383

0.81267

0.69966

0.9216;

1.30740

1.0

1.22231

0.92646

0.84234

0.72521
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